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When her younger brother Charlie unexpectedly
disappears into the magical, animated universe
of PLAYMOBIL, unprepared Marla must go on
a quest of a lifetime to bring him home. As she
sets off on a fantastic journey across stunning
new worlds, Marla teams up with some unlikely and
heroic new friends – the smooth-talking food truck
driver Del, the dashing and charismatic secret agent
Rex Dasher, a wholehearted misfit robot, an extravagant
fairy godmother and many more. Through their vibrant
adventure, Marla and Charlie realize that no matter how
life plays out, you can achieve anything when you believe
in yourself!
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Adventurous, imaginative
and strong-willed

Carefree, upbeat and
spontaneous

Determined, resilient,
brave and loyal

Under his shiny, hard exterior,
Robotitron is all heart.
He can always be found at Marla‘s
side on their PLAYMOBIL journey
together.
Daring, charismatic
and charming

Charlie is an imaginative and
curious 10-year-old boy who is
magically transported into the
animated world of PLAYMOBIL,
where he gets to live out his wildest
dreams as a mighty Viking warrior!
Charlie soon learns what it means
to be responsible for something
greater than himself, and how to
be a true hero.
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Sensitive, brave and caring

Characters

Deep down, Marla is an explorer: a fun-loving
adventurer, full of curiosity. But she is so careful
and organised that sometimes those qualities are hard
to find. A magical journey into the animated world
of PLAYMOBIL and its iconic playsets helps Marla to
joyfully reconnect with her courageous self again.

Del is a food-loving,
fast-talking free spirit, who lives
life playfully and does what
he pleases. Rolling down the
PLAYMOBIL highway in his food
truck, Del’s Belle, he’s always
looking for his next big thing.
Cooking is Del’s biggest talent
and passion – and Marla helps
him to learn that it is also his
true calling!

In the world of PLAYMOBIL there
is no secret agent better than
Rex Dasher! He is a master of
disguise and has no fear of danger.
Rex lives a carefree live with his
technical gadgets, tailored suits,
and cool Porsche Mission E.
He is the envy of everyone he meets.
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The world of the Vikings, with its wild
battles and breathtaking ships, is the
starting point for Marla and Charlie’s
adventure. Charlie meets new friends
and fights side-by-side with the Vikings
before he is suddenly and unexpectedly
separated from Marla...

Viking Shores

Viking shores

Salty

Inuit

Charlie
6

Yellow Viking

Sven
70073 PLAYMOBIL: THE MOVIE
Charlie with Prison Wagon
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Marla and Del travel together through the captivating
PLAYMOBIL universe in Del’s bright red food truck.
The truck is Del’s pride and joy as well as his home, and
it is kitted out with everything he needs. Of course that
includes a fully equipped kitchen, in which he likes
nothing better than to make delicious burritos.

70075 PLAYMOBIL: THE MOVIE
Del‘s Food Truck

la and Del
Who are Mar
looking for?

Del

70072 PLAYMOBIL: THE MOVIE
Marla with Horse
Solution: Charlie
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Marla
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70074 PLAYMOBIL: THE MOVIE
Marla and Del with Flying Horse
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Hillbilly

As she searches for her brother, Marla
arrives in Wild West World, with saloons,
bank robbers and no shortage of action!
She also meets Del here, the food truck
owner who becomes her sidekick in the
search for Charlie.

Sheriff

Wild West World

Wild West
World

Double
Tooth
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Dr. Grim

Del

Rex Dasher

70078 PLAYMOBIL: THE MOVIE
Rex Dasher‘s Porsche Mission E

Solution: Porsche Mission E

Spytown
Guard

Which car can Rex Da
sher count on
for his missions?

Secret Agent World

Secret
Agent
World

After the excitement in Wild West World, Marla
and Del travel to the mysterious Secret Agent
World, where they meet Del’s old friend Rex
Dasher. He is the most brilliant secret agent the
PLAYMOBIL universe has ever seen. Rex gives
Marla and Del some valuable tips to help them
in their search for Charlie.
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Sci-Fi World

Not everything goes according
to plan as they search for
Charlie. When Marla has
no idea what she should do,
she unexpectedly ends up in
the fantastic Fairytale World.
There she meets a fairy
godmother, who is as funny
as she is kind. She gives
Marla back her confidence
in herself.

70071 PLAYMOBIL: THE MOVIE
Robotitron with Drone

Fairytale World

Fairytale World

Marla
70070 PLAYMOBIL:THE MOVIE
Rex Dasher with Parachute

Sci-Fi World
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The next stop on their journey is Sci-Fi World.
There are flying cars, futuristic buildings and a
host of extremely unusual inhabitants awaiting
Marla and Del here. Robotitron for example,
who immediately falls in love with Marla and
accompanies her as she journeys on.

70077 PLAYMOBIL: THE MOVIE
Marla in the Fairytale Castle
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Colosseum

Colosseum

The journey takes Marla and her
friends into the world of the magnificent
Roman Colosseum, ruled by the mighty
Emperor Maximus.
Is this where they will find the key to
Charlie’s disappearance?

Maximu

s
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70076 PLAYMOBIL: THE MOVIE
Emperor Maximus in the Colosseum

Centurion

Black knight

ook ook
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Colosseum

How will Marla’s journey through
the huge PLAYMOBIL universe end?
Will she bring her brother home?

Game

Help the friends through the labyrinth. What path should
they take to escape from the Colosseum safely?
Colosseum

A

B
C
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Bloodbones

ry

Nola

Solution: A

Valera

legiona
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Go to...

... enter the code and
enjoy a surprise!
Code:

PM125983

Code valid until December 2021.
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